




Road to Zero – Required Outcomes

Road to Zero has strong focus on interventions that have been proven to work. The challenge in New Zealand 

is to implement these interventions at the scale and pace that will be necessary to achieve the target of a 40% 

reduction in DSI by 2030.

The most significant DSI reducing safe system interventions from Road to Zero are;

Infrastructure – at least 1000 km of flexible median barriers, more than 1300 intersections upgraded with 

primary safe system treatments such as roundabouts and raised platforms.

Speed limits – speed management applied to at least 10,000 km of the road network to align speed limits with 

safe and appropriate speeds.

Safety Cameras –  new safety cameras (including point to point cameras) to lower average network 

speeds (including updated levels of fines and penalties).

Enforcement – increase levels of enforcement from 2018/19 levels, particularly for restraints, impairment, 

distraction, and speed (including updated levels of fines and penalties).

Vehicle Safety – substantially improve vehicle safety standards via a revised regulatory framework along with 

practical progress on modern safety features an increasing exit of less-safe vehicles.
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RAG Status for Road to Zero Action Reporting

Successful delivery to time  cost and quality appears 

highly likely and there are no major issues that at this 

stage appear to threaten significant delivery.

Successful delivery appears probable however 

constant attention will be needed to ensure risks do not 

materialise into major issues threatening deliver.

Successful delivery appears feasible but significant issues 

already exist requiring management attention. These appear 

resolvable at this stage and if addressed promptly, should 

not impact delivery or benefits realisation.

Successful delivery is in doubt with major risks or issues 

apparent in a number of key areas. Prompt action is needed 

to address these, and whether resolution is feasible. 

Successful delivery appears to be unachievable. There are 

major issues which at this stage do not appear to be 

manageable or resolvable. The programme may need re-

baselining and/or overall viability re-assessed. 

Progress has remained on track over 

the quarter and no major issues to 

threaten delivery.   

Progress has had delays or issues 

although if addressed promptly should 

not impact overall delivery or benefits 

realisation.

Progress has had major delays or 

issues. Serious attention/ focus is 

required over the next quarter to 

manage or resolve.

Progress of the programmes/ key projects over the reported quarter Progress toward delivering the overall actions in the Action Plan

QTR

QTR

QTR
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Indicator Reporting

• Slight increase of median barrier delivered completed to last quarter.

• Work is continuing to embed initiatives that will lift the rate of delivery of median barriers. 

Forecast adjustments will be expected to be visible through 2022/23 as designs are completed 

and project timings are confirmed.

• The target has already been met with a forecast of ~31,000km expected by 2030. The majority of 

speed changes have been on local roads. The bulk of the highway speed changes are expected in 

2023/24.

• Delivery of speed limit changes on the highway network will be impacted with the current 

consideration of a phased approach. Councils and Auckland Transport in particular, continue to 

deliver speed limit changes at pace.

• The programme is tracking at 96% of its delivery target for roundabouts against forecasts.

• Work is underway to highlight and accelerate project elements that deliver the combination of 

safety benefits (median, wide centre, roundabouts and side barrier).

• This graph represents only roundabouts, not all Safe System interventions for intersections as 

reported in the Road to Zero Annual Report.

• The programme has achieved ~30% DSI savings against the 635 target in 2030.

• Note: DSI savings are currently only adjusted only when project or intervention is fully completed

The following graphics highlight how tracking is going against the key road to zero indicators to show 

progress, as apposed to the tracking against the five focus areas of the Road to Zero strategy reported in the 

previous slides.
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Indicator Reporting
The target for mobile speed camera hours deployment was set at 80,000 hours for the fiscal year. This measure is unachievable with 

the current level of Traffic Camera Operators. Additional operators are being engaged on a fixed-term basis.

Camera breakdowns and lack of spare parts for cameras no longer in production have also had a marked impact on the ability to 

deploy for the required hours. The activity is tracking just under the achievable activity level of 69,381 hours despite the equipment 

and staff challenges.

Mobile camera replacement programme

Police is currently replacing mobile cameras as a change initiative under the 2021 – 24 Road Safety Partnership Programme 

(RSPP).

The new NK7 mobile cameras have been received and are being released to deployment in batches. This has allowed police to 

restore mobile camera operational capacity by 30 June 2022, using a mix of old and new cameras – with further camera replacement

continuing to progress in July. The replacement work is already halfway through, and 20 NK7 cameras are in deployment already.

All 43 mobile cameras will be replaced with the new NK7 model by 30 September 2022.

The annual target number of passive and screening breath tests under the RSPP 2021-24 is a desired activity level of 3,000,000 tests. 

Currently this data is not reliably available on a monthly basis as the devices need to be returned for downloading data and calibration. 

The graph to the left represents the data from the devices returned for calibration before end of June 2022 on a rolling 12-month basis.

Police is currently implementing a solution under RSPP 2021-24 that will enable the collection of almost real-time data on the number 

and location of passive breath tests and breath screening tests. New Drager 7510 breath testing devices that can have data 

downloaded from within each district have been rolled out. The proportion of devices docked and downloaded since the rollout sits at 23 

percent. The next stage in the project is to identify issues with docking and downloading their devices regularly and encouraging staff to 

do this.

The annual target number of restraint offences under RSPP 2021-24 is 60,000. This represents a monthly target of 5,000.

For the 2021/22 year, NZ Police recorded 36,613 restraint offences, short by 23,387 offences.

The number of deaths from passengers and drivers where the person was recorded as not wearing a seatbelt from the period Apr to 

Jun 2022 was 25, representing 23% of all DSIs recorded during this period.
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